Effects of FGFs on the morphogenic potency and AER-maintenance activity of cultured progress zone cells of chick limb bud.
The apical mesodermal region of chick limb buds (progress zone, PZ) which is essential for limb pattern formation contains uncommitted cells that change their positional values instructed by the apical ectodermal ridge (AER). Reciprically, the PZ cells maintain the AER activity. FGF-2 and FGF-4 can substitute for the AER to maintain normal outgrowth and gene expression in the limb bud. We examined the effects of FGF on the maintenance of PZ cells characteristics in culture by making recombinant limbs with anterior PZ cells that were pre-cultured in the presence of FGF-2 or FGF-4 and analyzed their morphogenic potency and responsiveness to positional cues arising from the zone of polarizing activity (ZPA). The limb buds expressed distal Hox genes and could form a segmented digit. Recombinant limb buds consisting of anterior PZ cells cultured without FGF failed to express Hox genes and formed instead a small cartilage nodule. These results indicate that addition of FGF-2 or FGF-4 to cultured PZ cells maintains their competence for Hox gene expression and digit formation, but not their responsiveness to positional cues from the ZPA. We also found that when anterior PZ cells which had been pre-cultured with FGF-2 or FGF-4 were implanted underneath the AER, they could maintain Fgf-8 expression in the AER, whereas this expression was not detected in the AER on the grafted anterior PZ cells that had been pre-cultured without FGF, indicating that FGF maintains AER-maintenance activity of PZ cells in culture.